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THE REVIEWERS
The Reviewers is a magazine set up by myself with the
intention of encouraging other students to become more
cultured and experience what the big city and our local
town, Croydon, has to offer.
Over the course of the year students have signed up to a
numerous number of trips organised by those in the
Dance, Drama, Art and English Departments at Old
Palace. Those who have wished to review these events
have attended meetings with myself. In these meetings I
would teach students how to write a good review and the
essential skills necessary to do so. We all would then
attend the event and have a follow-up meeting where
this would be discussed. Students then wrote reviews
and I would edit them to put them in this magazine .
I hope you will enjoy reading this new creation .

Holly Nicholls, Editor
Contributors:
Simran Bharj,Raquel Chambers, Jessica Cross,
Camille Koosyial, Stephanie Pegasiou, Eloise
Sheffield
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What makes the
perfect
Reviewee. . .
The Reviewers

The perfect Reviewee is not necessarily
someone who has seen a lot of theatre
productions or attended many art exhibitions.
In fact I believe a great Reviewee is someone
who is passionate about the arts and wants
to experience it more. Therefore it seems
almost anyone could be a Reviewee (including
you)!
The perfect Reviewee however seems to be
someone who is able to concisely comment on
an event that may or may not make the
reader want to attend it. This is one of
The Reviewers aims as a new magazine; as
well as intending on encouraging students to
write more and experience different art
forms.
The Reviewers will hopefully
inspire you to attend artistic
events and maybe even be a
Reviewee yourself!

What does the West
Side offer?

Jessica Cross

17th September 2013 – West Side Story
The choreography was sharp, the costumes exquisite and so the
story begins. . .
It is said to be one of the ‘great stage musicals’! I agree with this .
It is a contemporary version of Romeo and Juliet with Jets and
Sharks, written by Leonard Bernstein.
The choreography captivated me the most with the music being in
synchronisation with new and exciting moves . The Spanish girls
really embodied their characters and each move was performed
with conviction and was true was to the Latino style . The costume
designs were vibrant, colourful and intricate. It clearly showed
the costume designer, (Renate Schmitzer) thought a lot about
how the outfits should have looked in the ’50s (when it is set).
She also considered how the costumes could relate to the
choreography and would best suit the movement .
The dancers pulled off an exhilarating, exciting, upbeat fight
scene with Anita (played by Penelope Armstead-Willams ) and
officer Krupke (played by Mel Shrawder), being more exciting
characters than Maria and Tony (the leads) . You would think
these lead characters would be the centre of attention, however
I often found myself looking at Anita more than Maria .
I felt the set design was poor, and for what it was I do not believe
it was used much. I think the use of lighting added drama and an
element of mystery and helped to create an atmosphere for the
audience.
Overall I do believe It is one of the ‘great stage musicals’ with
fantastic choreography and intricate costumes .

Visiting a
Doll’s
House

A Doll’s HOUSE WAS PERFORMED AT THE duke Of York
Theatre in London following its prior success at the
young vic.
The role of Nora Helmer was again performed by Hattie
Morahan who previously won Best actress for her
exquisite performance. The character, Nora. that she
plays is a rather submissive wife to her husband
Torvald ( Dominic Rowan), who simply adores her.
However the most striking thing about this production
has to be the set. This was amazingly designed by Ian
McNeil. the whole three hour long play takes place in
a doll’s house that incredibly revolves, allowing us
to see into every room in the house. In addition there is
space around this revolving set, allowing the actors
to occasionally step outside of the house and have
their own space .
The plot itself is also very captivating with there being
lots of plot and psychological twists . This created a
very tense atmosphere for us as the audience; engaging
us further into the play. Hence this production is very
inspirational in the way Simon Stephens’ text is very
quick and lively; making Ibsen’s original work still
enchanting for a modern audience .
Raquel Chambers

Is it
really Not
all about
Heroes
in
Croydon?

Stephanie Pegasiou

Not about Heroes was performed by Dippermouth in February in
Croydon. Dippermouth are a young company of graduates whose main aim
is to make theatre ‘accessible to all’. Hence their recent production of
Not about Heroes opening night was free and perfectly performed in
Matthew’s Yard. This was said “to allow us as a company to perform and
get feedback. We know this production is not yet ready for a paying
audience. But it soon will be and so we have a post show talk in which we
want to hear all your comments .’ The idea of theatre needing to be
accessible to all, especially young people (which Matthew’s Yard seems
to attract), is thought to currently be extremely important . A drama
student from Old Palace School commented: “theatre is part of the
greater Arts Industry and allows us to experience a different culture .”
Not about Heroes by Stephen Macdonald was a play based on a true
story exploring the relationship between famous World War I poets:
Siegfried Sassoon and Wilfred Owen. The space was intimate with the
actors being very close to the audience on a raised platform . This added
to the intense moments. the set was simplistic yet engaging with a
backdrop of a collage of letters and envelopes symbolising the correspondence between the two friends. This was also made obvious to the
audience with the actors splitting the stage to convey they were in
separate locations. This kept the audiences’ focus throughout.
The post show discussion was an excellent opportunity for us to ask
questions to the director and actors . The questions inquired about the
play itself as well as more personal questions about the lives of the
actors and director. When asked the question regarding the actors taking
on ‘real life people as characters’, the actors responded ‘(chuckling) it
was rather daunting initially but it seemed almost easier to play this sort
of role as you can actually base your character on someone rather than
inventing their characteristics. ’
it was Interesting to learn that Dippermouth are taking this production to
another location in London. Perhaps you will have the chance to see it .

Who
is our
Ajax?

On the14th of November 2013, I went to see Our Ajax at Southwark

Playhouse in London.
it is about the protagonist, Ajax (played by Joe Dixon) who is in
the military. In this modernised version, the character Ajax
suffers from mental problems. this is driven by the goddess
Athena (played by Gemma Chan); who manipulates his mind and
brings back old memories. The plot focuses on Ajax’s struggles
and how he tries to cope with his mental problems and the effect
it has on the people around him. As this is a tragedy, it is
inevitable that Ajax does not have a happy ending!
The play left an outstanding overall impression on the audience.
The costumes and props were very realistic. The atmosphere was
effectively created by the use of lighting that varied in intensity
and brightness. In addition the floor was covered in a layer of
sand. This gave us a sense of being in a real camp. The acting was
also very convincing; with each actor embodying their role. one
of my favourite roles was the son of Ajax who did not have any
lines to speak. through his body language he convincingly
showed the innocence of a young boy who was confused about
what was happening.
Another aspect of this play that I thought was innovative was
Wertenbaker’s overall adaptation to Sophocles’ original text.
the plot was modernised and included a celebratory dance to the
song “Can’t hold us” by Macklemore and Ryan Lewis. I felt this
modernisation helped me to understand the plot more and be able
to connect to the characters .
I would highly recommend going to see Our Ajax as it powerfully
portrayed the message of respect and was a relatable piece of
theatre.

Simran Bharj
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Bombshells certainly hit London’s Jermyn Street theatre by
storm! The phenomenal one woman show written by Joanna
Murray Smith and starring the up and coming Ellie Nunn was
exciting and entertaining.
The production was put on by local theatre company
Dippermouth.
It presented the audience with a range of monologues from
women verging on the thought provoking sadness of being a
single mother to teenage angst.
The costume changes between each character were explicit to
the audience in the way Nunn disappeared behind a
translucent curtain with a dressing table and clothing rail
behind it. This illustrated the change actors undergo when
becoming a character and the complexity of the skills involved in acting. There was uplifting music (of a jazz style)
played whilst we watched the actor transform from one
character to another. This was very informal and comical;
including when there was a technical hitch and the music did
not play! Nunn carried on as a true professional and even
made a light joke of this; encouraging us to “be the music”.
Although I was initially apprehensive about seeing this
show, this production was impressive with the use of
minimalistic, multi-functioning sets and some of the quickest
onstage changes I have ever seen! Actor Ellie Nunn was
brilliantly convincing in every role she played . I along with
the other students found it hugely inspirational and useful in
relation to our a-level work.

Camille Koosyial

Eloise Sheffield

The
expertise
of
Emma Rice

Kneehigh’s artistic director, Emma Rice gave a masterclass in devising
and the collective imagination to members of the public at theatre royal
Haymarket. As A-level drama students are creating a devised piece of
theatre this masterclass seemed ideal for us .
On arrival, there was a long queue of people waiting to go into the
theatre. There was a real mix of ages, but certainly most were drama
students.
Once seated in the theatre Emma Rice stepped onto the stage. She was a
very lively person who certainly was keen tog et us all warmed up
(even if the masterclass did not actually involve much physical
activity). We collectively warmed up our bodies with gently stretches,
our voices with a sing song together (and in the round); and were then
ready to participate in the masterclass . It was a very playful
masterclass with rice firstly beginning by wanting to get to know us.
She invited some members onto the stage with their bags . She then got
them to slowly empty their bags. She then analysed the way they
displayed their things and the objects in their bags (including a little
dinosaur model). This was to illustrate the importance of actors
knowing each other well; as well a highlighting how she likes her
actors to play the opposites to themselves . For example if someone had
lots of books in their neatly, organised bag, she would want them to be
a very messy character. I think this notion is perfect for challenging
actors.
One of the most helpful parts of the masterclass was when she picked a
well known story (little red riding hood) and got us to select a
character (the wolf) . We the n had to describe that character until
there was literally nothing else to be said . this was a technique we
took away with us and used in our A-level piece.
Following the masterclass, there was a q & a. One question that
particularly caught my attention was one about devising from a
stimulus with a group of people. She said this was near ’impossible’,
leaving us a–level drama students who had this task, feeling rather
deflated.
Yet we left focusing on the positives from this masterclass which
really highlighted how Rice is an expert on the collective imagination ..
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Shadowland was stunning and exuberating. I decided
to attend this show as I had the idea of my Gold Arts
award challenge section to be based on the Britain’s
got talent winner’s extraction. It was amazing to
see the performance first hand as it gave me a real
insight into how the shadows are created allowing
me to gather some ideas on how I shall produce my
performance.
I think we were all flabbergasted at how exquisitely
and well performed all the performers were. This
was particularly clear in the dancers’ lifts which
were performed with such ease and grace. The most
astonishing thing was that most of the props were
created from the dancers bodies. Who knew shadows
of human attributes could look like for example a
dog or a palm tree!
I am now able to develop things into my performance
as I will be using a contemporary style to portray a
lyrical movement which is narrative.
overall It was one of the best performances I have
ever seen and I shall remember it for a long time.
Jessica Cross

Become a
Reviewee

